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Abstract 
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A multigrid method for steady Euler equations based on polynomial flux-difference splitting is discussed. The 
multigrid procedure is applied to the first-order accurate discrete system. Second-order corrections are 
introduced through defect-correction. 
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1. Introduction 
Multigrid methods for calculation of steady compressible flows are now well established. 
Several classes of methods can be distinguished. The methods originated by Jameson [8] use 
explicit time-stepping of Runge-Kutta type. The stabilization of these time-stepping methods is 
based on the use of artificial viscosity terms which give the space discretization some upwind 
appearance. Similar Runge-Kutta time-stepping schemes, but using upwind discretizations of 
flux-difference type, were developed by Dervieux et al. [2]. Their flux-difference splitting can be 
considered as an inconsistent simplification of Roe’s flux-difference splitting [14]. Very similar 
work, but using the original Roe flux-difference splitting, was done in [18]. 
A second class of methods uses upwind discretizations in order to allow relaxation-type 
solution methods. These upwind methods are based on flux-vector splitting or flux-difference 
splitting. The most popular splitting techniques are the flux-vector splitting of van Leer [17] and 
the flux-difference splitting of Osher and Chakravarthy [13]. For steady equations, only for 
first-order accuracy, these upwind techniques lead to discrete equations that can be solved by 
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relaxation methods in multigrid form. In order to reach second-order accuracy, two approaches 
are possible. The first way consists in adding a correction to the first-order form by a 
defect-correction procedure. The second way consists in using an implicit time-stepping proce- 
dure as relaxation step. Both techniques are comparable to each other in efficiency. The 
defect-correction approach was first illustrated using the Osher-Chakravarthy flux-difference 
splitting in [6] and further developed in [7,9,10]. Examples of implicit time-stepping procedures 
using van Leer flux-vector splitting were given in [12,15]. The van Leer splitting or the 
Osher-Chakravarthy splitting are used in the cited relaxation-type multigrid methods because of 
their differentiability, allowing Newton-linearization. The quadratic convergence associated to 
the Newton-linearization is generally believed to be important to reach good efficiency in 
relaxation-type multigrid methods. 
Flux-vector splitting is known to be much less accurate than flux-difference splitting, espe- 
cially for use with Navier-Stokes equations, since flux-vector splitting cannot recognize shear 
layers. Although some modifications improving flux-vector splitting, such as the modification 
given in [15], are possible, flux-difference splitting remains to be superior. 
Multigrid methods based on relaxation schemes are much more efficient than multigrid 
methods based on time-stepping schemes due to their better smoothing properties. This holds at 
least in terms of work units, where the work unit is the computational time for one basic 
relaxation or time-stepping operation on the fine grid. The computational work involved in doing 
one relaxation with the differentiable Osher-Chakravarthy flux-difference splitting is however 
much larger than the work involved in doing one Runge-Kutta time step with the nondifferen- 
tiable Roe flux-difference splitting. 
From the foregoing considerations, the necessity follows to devise simple flux-difference 
splitting methods that allow relaxation. In this paper, it is demonstrated that this can be done. 
The splitting is of Roe-type, i.e., it satisfies the requirements formulated by Roe to construct a 
flux-difference splitting [14]. It is however much simpler. Its simplicity follows from dropping the 
secondary requirement of having a unique definition of average flow variables. This secondary 
requirement defines the original Roe flux-difference splitting within the class of splittings 
allowed by the primary requirements. This secondary requirement however is not necessary. The 
flux-difference splitting was formulated by the author in [3]. It is called the polynomial 
flux-difference splitting. Its construction is based on [ll]. A multigrid method based on a 
first-order accurate discretization was presented by the author in [4]. Here, it is demonstrated 
that, like for any other multigrid method cited before, a second-order formulation is possible. To 
reach second-order accuracy, the defect-correction approach is chosen here. Although the used 
flux-difference splitting lacks differentiability, the obtained efficiency in terms of work units is 
comparable to the efficiency of other multigrid methods of relaxation type. Furthermore, the 
accuracy of the flux-difference method is comparable to that of Roe’s flux-difference splitting, so 
that the simplification with respect to Roe’s method is justified. The main advantage of the 
method is that it gives the full quality of a flux-difference splitting without the complexity 
usually associated to flux-difference splitting multigrid methods of relaxation type. 
2. Polynomial flux-difference splitting 
Details on the splitting are given in [3,4]. Here, we briefly recall the principles. 
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Steady Euler equations, in two dimensions, take the form 
af ag x+5=0, (1) 
where the flux-vectors are 
fT= {W, puu+p, PUU, PHU}, gT= {W, PUU, puu+p, pHu}; (2) 
p is density, u and u are Cartesian velocity components, p is pressure, H = yp/( y - l)p + iu’ + 
iv’ is total enthalpy and y is the adiabatic constant. Since the components of the flux-vectors 
form polynomials with respect to the primitive variables p, U, u and p, components of 





ApHu = pu(+Au2 + +Au*) + i(> + 7) Apu -t &APU 
= +(s + i+i Ap + +( u2 + u’)p Au + ji ii Au + $$Au 
+puu Au+ Y - -u AP, 
y-1 
etc., where the bar denotes mean value. 
This allows to write flux-differences as 
Af = 2, A.$, Ag=a, A<, (3) 
where 5 is the vector of primitive variables 
ET= {P, u, u, P). (4 
In (3) the matrices 2, and a2 are the discrete Jacobian matrices of the flux-vectors with respect 
to the primitive variables. These matrices depend on average state quantities. In [3,4] is shown 
that the Jacobian matrices can be written as 
2, = TA”,, a2 = TA”,, (5) 
where T is the transformation matrix between differences of conservative variables and dif- 
ferences of primitive variables, i.e., 
AS = TA<, (6) 
where y is the vector of conservative variables 
lT= {PI PU, PU, PE}, 
with the total energy 
E= (y pl)p + +u* +&I’. 
Combination of (3) and (6) gives 
Af =A, AS, Ag=A, Al> 
where A, = Txl,T-‘, A, = Ti,T-‘. 
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Furthermore, any linear combination of flux-differences can be written as 
A+ = (pi Af + (Ye Ag = TA*T-’ A{ = A A[, 
where 
a= (YJ, + (Y*&. 
(7) 
(8) 
The matrix 2 is the discrete analogue of a well-known matrix in fluid mechanics, i.e., the 
characteristic matrix of the quasi-linear form of the Euler equations. Due to the hyperbolicity of 
the time-dependent Euler equations with respect to time, this matrix has real eigenvalues and a 
complete set of eigenvectors. 
As a consequence, 2 can be written as 
i= RAL, 
where R and L are right- and left-eigenvector matrices in orthonormal form and where A is the 
eigenvalue matrix. By collecting positive and negative entries to the eigenvalue matrix, positive 
and negative parts of the matrix a can be defined by 
k+= RA+L, k-= RA-L. 
Furthermore, we have 
A+= TRA+LT-‘, A-= TRA-LT-‘, IAl =A+-A-, (9) 
where ) A ) denotes the formal absolute value of the matrix A. 
This allows the usual definition of an upwind flux. In two dimensions the flux through a 
surface between states, say, i and i + 1 is then defined as 
F r+1/2 = 2 ‘I 4 + &+I - I A&,,+, II 3 00) 
where 
A<.,+1 = A&+1,2(% AL,+1 + ff2 bi,r+lL 01) 
where A.si + ,,2 is the length of the surface S, + ,,2 and where (pi and CY~ are the components of the 
unit vector on the surface pointing in the sense from i to i + 1. 
With (7) (10) can be written as 
EJ+1,2 = t[ F; + 4+7,2 - A~;+l,2(4:!+, -A,:;+d(S,+, - S;,] 
= F, + AS;+l/2Ar~l+l(Si+l - Si). (12) 
Here, the vertex-centered finite volume method is used. The flux-balance for a control volume 
surrounding a vertex of the computational grid then follows by summing expressions of type (12) 
for each surface. Again for the technical details, including the boundary treatment, the reader is 
referred to [3,4]. The only difference with the cited references is that the flux (12) is written in 
terms of the conservative variables while it is written in terms of the primitive variables in the 
references. This is only a nonessential technical difference. The resulting discrete set of equations 
can be solved by any relaxation method. 
3. Second-order formulation 
In order to obtain second-order accuracy, the definition of the flux (10) is to be modified. 
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First we remark that, using (9) the flux-difference (11) can be written as 
AK,+, = As,+1,2CI;n+1,2~:+1,2~:+1,2 AL,+,, 
” 
(13) 
where the superscript n refers to the n th eigenvalue and where r” and I” denote the n th right 
and left eigenvectors. rn and I” are components of TR and LT-‘. 
By denoting the projection of A{,,,+, on the n th eigenvector by 
e,“,,,, = L/2 As;,*+1~ 
(13) can be written as 
AL+1 = C ‘Elfi+ = “1+1/Z! Crr:*/2’Y+11/2(1:+1/2 = “i+l/* Cr,“,l/2TL1/2~ (14) 
n ” n 
where A<.:.+, is the component of the flux-difference associated to the n th eigenvalue and 7;: i,* 
is the projection of the flux-difference on the n th eigenvector. 
Using (14), the first-order flux (10) can be written as 
&+1,2 = +(e + c+,> - tC@;:, + tCAE;I;;,, (15) 
n n 
where the + and - superscripts denote the positive and negative parts of the components of the 
flux-difference, i.e., the parts obtained by taking the positive and negative parts of the eigenval- 
ues. 
According to [l], assuming a structured sufficiently smooth grid, a second-order flux corre- 
sponding to (15) can be defined by 
where 
25.; = ~~;+,,2~m+l,2~l:+1,2~:+1,2 U-l,; 
= ~~I+,,2’r:1,2~:+1,2~:-1,27 
with a similar definition for ~~,,,,+,. 
(17) 
Clearly (17) is constructed by considering a flux-difference over the surface S,, 1,2, i.e., using 
the geometry of this surface, with data shifted in the negative i-direction. cj’L-1,2 represents the 
projection of the shifted difference of the dependent variables on the n th eigenvector of the 
original flux-difference. The second-order correction also could be defined using the T-variables, 
i.e., the projections of the flux-difference. In the sequel we only use (17). 
The definition (16) corresponds to a second-order upwind flux. This can easily be seen by 
considering the case where all eigenvalues have the same sign. Second-order accuracy can also be 
reached by taking a central definition of the flux vector 
E+1,2 = +(4 + E;,,). (18) 
As is well known, using either (16) or (18) leads to a scheme which is not monotonicity-preserv- 
ing so that wiggles in the solution become possible. Following the theory of the flux limiters [16], 
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a combination of (16) and (18) is to be taken. This has the form 
(21) 
where Lim denotes some limited combination of both arguments. We choose here the simplest 
possible form of a limiter, i.e., Lim = MinMod, where the function MinMod returns the 
argument with minimum absolute value if both arguments have the same sign and returns zero 
otherwise. By the use of the limiter to the vectors (20), (21) it is meant that the limiter is used per 
characteristic component, i.e., applied to the u- and E-values. 
In the vicinity of boundaries, some components of flux-differences in (20) or (21) do not exist. 
The limiter then returns a zero. This does not degrade the accuracy at boundaries due to the 
characteristic boundary treatment [4]. 
4. Multigrid defect-correction formulation 
The discretization obtained by the second-order formulation does not allow a direct relaxation 
solution. Here a solution procedure based on defect-correction is used. By denoting symbolically 
the first-order and second-order formulation on the finest grid by 
(22) 
(23) 
a defect-correction means that (23) is replaced by 
Li=r,‘+[(LL,-rL)-(Li-r-i)], (24) 
where L and r indicate left- and right-hand sides. 
In (24) the difference of the defects of the first- and second-order discretization is added to the 
right-hand side. The defect-correction is only performed on the finest grid so that a multigrid 
formulation of the first-order discretization can be used. 
Fig. 1. Cycle-structure of the multigrid method. 
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Figure 1 shows the cycle-structure of the multigrid method. Both the starting cycle and the 
repeated cycle have W-form. A full approximation scheme (FAS) on the nonlinear equations is 
used. The relaxation algorithm is Gauss-Seidel in lexicographic order, but alternately starting in 
the lower left and the upper left corner. Three relaxations are done per level. In relaxing the set 
of equations the coefficients are formed with the latest available information. This means that in 
the flux balance, using expressions of type (12), for the surface S,_ i,*, the coefficient A,Tz_, is 
evaluated with the function values in node (i, j) on the old level, but with the function values in 
node (i - 1, j) on the new level. After determination of the new values in node (i, j), no 
updates of coefficients and no extra iterations are done. This means that the set of equations is 
treated as a quasi-linear set. The relaxation procedure corresponds to a Picard-iteration for the 
nonlinear equations and not to a Newton-iteration. As restriction operator for residuals, full 
weighting in the flow field and injection at the boundaries is used. The restriction for function 
values is injection. The prolongation operator is bilinear interpolation. 
In Fig. 1, the operation count is indicated. A relaxation on the current grid is taken as one 
local work unit. A residual evaluation plus the associated grid transfer is also taken as one local 
work unit. Hence, the 5 in Fig. 1, in going down, stands for the construction of the right-hand 
side in the FAS-formulation, three relaxations and one residual evaluation. With this way of 
evaluating the work, the cost of the repeated cycle is 13.0625 work units on the finest level. The 
cost of the starting cycle is 7.5 work units. 
5. Computational examples 
Figure 2 shows first-order and second-order results for Harten’s well-known shock reflection 
problem [5], using a rectangular 97 x 33 grid. The low quality of the first-order result is obvious. 
Figure 3 shows the convergence behaviour of the first-order and second-order multigrid 
methods. The residual shown is the maximum residual over all equations and all points. The 
defect-correction was used from the first cycle. The calculation starts from a uniform flow with 
Mach number 2.9 on the coarsest grid. In calculating the work units in Fig. 3, the work involved 
in the defect-correction was taken to be one work unit. The residual reduction in the first-order 
formulation is 0.690 per work unit. For the second-order formulation it degrades to about 0.944 
per work unit in the first phase of the convergence (up to about 120 work units). This is 0.471 per 
cycle. This is not an excellent but a well acceptable multigrid performance. 
Figure 4 shows the convergence behaviour of the first- and second-order multigrid methods 
for the well-known GAMM-bump problem, as used in [4], also using a 97 X 33 grid. The 
calculation starts from a uniform flow with Mach number 0.85 on the coarsest grid. The 
computational result is not shown. The second-order result only differs marginally from the 
first-order solution shown in [4]. The good first-order accuracy can be explained by the 
alignment of the shock with the grid. For the lexicographic Gauss-Seidel relaxation, some 
underrelaxation is necessary for this transonic application. The relaxation factor is 0.9. The 
residual reduction in the first-order formulation is 0.927 per work unit. For the second-order 
formulation it is 0.940 per work unit or 0.444 per cycle. This performance is almost identical to 
the performance of the supersonic shock reflection problem. 
The obtained performance here is very much similar in terms of work units to the performance 
obtained in [7,9,10] for the same test problems. The work unit here is however much cheaper due 
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-----i-M2 =2.378 
Fig. 2. Harten’s shock reflection problem with iso-Machlines of first-order solution and second-order solution on a 









Fig. 3. Convergence history of first-order and second- 






Fig. 4. Convergence history of first-order and second- 
order method for the transonic GAMM-bump problem. 
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to the much simpler flux-difference splitting. Also, the convergence behaviour of both methods is 
very similar. Figures 3 and 4 show the convergence over a limited number of cycles. Already 
some saturation of the convergence is visible for the second-order method. When iterations are 
continued, convergence degrades gradually. This is the typical defect-correction behaviour. A 
result corresponding to a level of convergence of about lop4 in Figs. 3 and 4 however cannot be 
distinguished from a fully converged result. So, the saturation of the convergence has not much 
meaning in practice. 
6. Conclusion 
It has been shown that by the use of a simple flux-difference splitting technique a multigrid 
method of relaxation type can be obtained for steady Euler equations. The usual multigrid 
performance is obtained. The method is however much simpler than usual multigrid methods of 
the same type. 
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